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This important text covers all aspects of structural loads analysis and provides some continuity

between what was done on earlier airplane designs and what the current applications of the present

regulations require.
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The book reflects author personal experience rather than a focus on all aspects of actual aircraft

structural loading, which makes the author focuses on wing, landing gear, and empennage loads

and gives minor attention to the semi-monocoque fuselage loading; and fully ignores the gyroscopic

loads due to yawing and pitching which imposes loads on the engine attachments and supporting

structure, and provides constraints to yawing and pitching rates. Also, the author ignores providing a

chapter on experimental stress analysis from the pragmatic sense. The Author neither provided

some guidance in aeroelasticity design, nor adequate explanation for the computerized fuel

management system to control c.g. Equally important, there is no indication of CFD role to aircraft

structural loading; that the aerodynamicists provide; while they are deriving the aerodynamics

influence coefficients AICAt several articles there is no matching between the text/abbreviations and

graphs/charts, for example in the structural design considerations chapter, chart for structural load

envelope vs center of gravity; which is well explained by the author; the constant nose gear load not



indicted on the graph ..Reading this reference book needs a background in Mechanics of Flight,

Landing Gear Design and aircraft structural components.Nevertheless, the author addresses in an

excellent way the actual feeling of the commercial aircraft structural loading within FAR regulatory

framework, and he gives hands on overview which makes it unique of its kind available. It is good

for young aerospace Engineers, Engineering student's and university professors/Instructors (to

address the same while teaching aircraft structure courses). As such, I give it five 5 stars.

Structural Loads Analysis ... by Mr. Ted Lomax provides an excellent step by step guide for

developing or reviewing the structural loads needed for the certification of a transport category

aircraft. Mr. Lomax states that the premises for the book is; now that computers are used to perform

the majority of the design and analysis work for the creation of an aircraft "Is it right?".Mr. Lomax

worked for Boeing for many years. During that time he developed not only the technical capability to

turn complex ideas into simple methods but also the historical perspective to how the rules and

methods developed. And this book represents the synopsis of those years.My one complaint has to

do equally with Boeing as with Mr. Lomax. Boeing has a history of leaving out one or more key

pieces of information from their reports so that the report results cannot be duplicated perfectly. Mr.

Lomax has followed in that line, in the many examples that are provided there is not enough

supporting data to duplicate each example.If you want to know the steps and understand the

reasons why then this book is great.

Aircraft loads is a peculiar subject, and there is not much material (at least that I'm aware) that is

specifically addressed to loads engineers.Therefore, such a textbook as that from Lomax is very

valuable, already for its own existence! :) Sometimes it can provide also a sort of safety backup

when a loads engineer is stuck without ideas on how to progress further in the analysis, especially if

the answer sought is "asked today to be delivered yesterday" (i.e. you want a quick and dirty/rule of

thumb thing).This said, I must point out that the book is not really an easy reading. Nor it is a

textbook in the classical sense, thought to be read cover to cover. You can think of it more as a

reference, if you prefer as an annotated version of the FAR25 (or EASA CS25), commented a bit

more extensively and presented in a more "human-thinking form" (i.e. the material is grouped by

subject and if a FAR rule is applicable to more than one subject it will be repeated, which is a great

help for a loads engineer, especially at the beginning!).Summarising, the book is a good resource if

you are already familiar with the subject of loads, know a bit of the regulations and have a sufficient

clear idea of what you are looking for. Definitely do not buy this textbook as a learning book,



because you could be easily frustrated from page 2 onwards!

Must read academic/pracitcal reference for load anaysis which is required for the stress anaysis as

pre-processor.
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